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I look forward to the spring
edition of The Craft Creations
Magazine because it portrays to me
a feeling of new life, colour and
freshness similar to the emergence
of new bulbs, greater hours of 
daylight and an activity of outdoor
life that one doesn’t see during 
the shortened and often grey days
of winter. Invigorated by a fresh
purpose in life, I feel ready to try
out some of the many different
crafts used by the talented authors
of the articles in this issue.

The very useful stitch guide
this month accompanies some
beautiful needlework cards in ‘Felt
Flowers’, ‘Rose Garden’, ‘Violets’,
‘Up, Up And Away’ and ‘Great
Barrier Reef’, so if you’re no expert
at sewing, study the chart and
have a go - all these cards would
make lovely pictures after use.

If stitch work just doesn’t
appeal to you, then paper and card
mediums may. When I first heard
about teabag paper, I thought
along the lines of ‘Stanley and the
tea folk’ and all those perforations
to let the flavour come out! Only
when I saw the superb range 
of paper designs in the Craft
Creations showroom did I realise
they were simply not along the

same lines. As a child I was fasci-
nated by a bead kaleidoscope I
had, and how well ‘Kaleidoscope
Cards’ depicts this image, using
plain origami and kaleidoscope 
or teabag paper. 

‘Paper Roses’, ‘Easter Cross’
and ‘Bride & Groom’ all make use
of small leftover pieces of paper,
card, ribbons and trimmings. Note
the clever use of plastic mesh
Connie Edwards uses to create the
‘Easter Cross’ in ribbon. As Ann
Scott says, ribbling your own
paper or card is great fun. If you
don’t have one of these clever gad-
gets, don’t worry, we have recently
extended our range of corrugated
papers! Quilled cards ‘Floral
Wishes’ and ‘Chrysanthemums’ 
are also lovely designs made on
the paper theme. 

I have always enjoyed using
felt, but now there are similar
products - vivelle and foam sheets
that are as easy to use, ‘Fun with
Foam’ and ‘Cool Cat’ make use of
this in a very attractive way - ideas
that children might enjoy as well.
Continuing the animal theme,
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‘Spring Lamb’, ‘Farmyard Friend’,
‘Cat Flap’ and ‘Sea Shaker’ give
very good ideas, the latter two
designs from the ever increasing
range of rubber stamps available 
in the country now.

Our designer profile this time 
is Doreen Saltmarsh, who is an
expert in crochet, as her beautiful
cards illustrate. I never got past the
crochet squares as a brownie, but
this is a very versatile craft.

Finally, the article ‘Hanky Gift
Card’ reminds me of a story a good
friend of mine told me. I had
shown her how to make a folded
patchwork card and she made one
for someone who thought it was 
a handkerchief folded into a very
intricate design, only to be very
disappointed when she dismantled
it and found she was the owner 
of numerous triangular pieces of
material. At least this hanky card
provides the real thing!

Jane Chiodini.



Hanky Gift Card
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By Vi Lawrence

Materials Required:
Handkerchief.
2 small buttons or beads.
Small rose or bow.
Needle and thread.
Half a metre of lace or braid.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and double sided tape.
Card mount: DE07U Pale Green.

To Make The Card:
Iron the hanky and

fold it cornerwise as
shown in the diagram.
If using a lace edged
hanky as I have, fold
the top layer as in the
diagram so that it will
show at the neck of the
shirt once it is finished.

Stitch the two buttons in place and stitch 
on the rose or bow at the neck. Cut a couple of 
strips of double sided tape a little shorter than
the shirt and attach to the back of it. Peel off the
backing strips, position the work in the card
aperture and
press into place.

I put a little
glue only at the
very edges of 
the flap of card
behind the aper-
ture and press
closed, this allows
the shirt a little
depth to fit into.
Glue a strip of
lace around the
aperture to finish,
you can add a
tiny bow to hide
the join.

For the collar, fold 1cm
backwards at the cen-
tre back, at the same
time fold down points
A and B to point C.
Overlap the front the
‘ladies’ way and hold
in place with a pin.

Turn the work over so
that the back is facing
you and fold the sides
into the centre to make
the shoulders using 
the dotted lines on the
diagram as a guide.

Fold the bottom point-
ed end up towards the
middle where shown
and tack in place with 
a big stitch taking care
not to stitch through
the front layer as it will
show.

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2

Step 1



Up,Up And Away
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By Valerie Harrison
I have used a piece of card to make a mount

as I like the Marlmarque ‘Sky’ effect it gives. If
you prefer you can use a plain blue card or,
Parch Marque gives a gentler sky effect.

This design also works well cut from card so,
if you are not a confident fabric worker you can
still make a similar version.

Materials Required:
Bright Blue fabric 10cm x 11cm.
Scraps of thin card: White and Yellow.
Stiff card 10cm x 11cm.
Wadding 10cm x 11cm.
Small piece of basket.
Black cotton and scissors.
Fine black ink pen.
Tracing paper and pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive. 
Blue Marlmarque card 15cm x 21cm.

To Make The Card:
Score a fold line down the centre of the sheet

of Marlmarque card and fold in half.
Using the pencil and tracing paper, trace over

the diagram on the left. Turn the tracing paper
over and place it on the stiff card, re-trace over
the shape of the balloon to transfer the image to
the card, there is no need to go over the dotted
lines at this stage. Cut the card to shape, this will
be used behind the fabric to stiffen the balloon.

Cut the piece of wadding to the size and
shape of the balloon cut-out. Cut the blue fabric
1cm larger than the balloon cut-out all round.
The segment lines can be worked freehand or by
tracing the lines onto the blue fabric, do this by
positioning the original tracing, pencil lines
down, onto the fabric and re-tracing over the
dotted lines. Tack or pin the fabric to the
wadding and machine or hand stitch over the
dotted lines.  If you are machine stitching youActual Size
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tracing over the fabric and stitch through the
tracing, fabric and wadding which saves having
to transfer the lines. Once stitched, the tracing
paper can be gently torn away.

Place the work fabric side down with the card
balloon on top. Carefully snip into the fabric to
within 3mm of the card as shown in the diagram
above. Run a line of glue round the balloon 
cut-out approximately 5mm from the edge, pull
the fabric tightly round the card and press onto
the glue line to hold in place. 

Make a tracing from the small balloon diagram
below and re-trace as before onto the bright 
yellow card. Go over the inner segment lines
with a fine black pen. Cut out the small balloon,
cutting just inside the outer lines.

Make a tracing from
the cloud diagram and
re-trace two images onto
the white card, cut just
inside the lines as before.

Cut the basket to 
the shape of the balloon
basket, if you do not
have a basket use a
piece of brown card and
draw lines to simulate
the basket as I have in
the other two cards.

Arrange the pieces
on the card mount using
the photograph as a
guide and glue into
place. Draw in the lines
connecting the basket 
to the balloon and add
some birds with the pen.

Below: Blue Parch
Marque card back-
ground. Both balloons
are made from card, the
lines are drawn with 
a black felt tip. To add
depth The main balloon
and basket are stuck on
with sticky fixers.

Actual Size



Fun With Foam
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By Jenny Harpham

Materials Required:
Selection of foam sheets.
Variety of papers.
Self adhesive foil and scissors.
Gold and Silver markers.
Glitter glue, stars, and eyes.
UHU All Purpose Adhesive.
Selection of card mounts.

This group of pictures are made using brightly
coloured sheets of foam cut into shapes and
glued onto greetings card blanks. 

I have used a selection of single fold cards 
for this article but aperture cards would work

just as well. If you are
not good at lettering
why not try cards
with a ready printed
greeting.

Foam sheets are
sold in an attractive
range of colours and
are available from

craft suppliers. Foam is an easy
material to use and adds an extra
dimension to all kinds of cards, try
a simple outline rubber stamped
design and fill in with foam.

Some of my best sellers, espe-
cially for children, are those which
feature animal characters. Simple
shapes, bright colours and cute 
features catch people’s eye.
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The designs are very easy to
create and can be done entirely
in foam or mixed with differ-

ent kinds of paper. I also find
self adhesive foil or plex-
iglue very useful.
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Silver and gold markers
will work on all these materi-
als. Add any extra decoration
with sequins, markers, glitter
glue, stick on eyes, etc. 
Mix and match any of the
templates you wish to use.

Many of the characters
can be adapted for christmas
by adding a white beard and
pom-pom hat. Change any 
of the party features for a
present, a cracker or a sprig
of holly.
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Tips: Build up a bank of shape 
templates for animals, hats, scarves,
ties etc. It saves a lot of thinking time.
Save all the foam off-cuts however
small, they always come in handy.
When sticking foam to foam always
use a clear glue such as UHU all 
purpose.



Rose Garden
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By Marion Chivers

Materials Required:
Ivory Salamanca Fabric or similar.
Wadding 9cm x 130cm.
Seed beads: 33 x Pale Blue, 15 x Yellow.
Ribbon rosebud Dark Red.
5mm wide Ivory lace edged ribbon 
approximately 35cm length.
Ivory lace trim approx. 50cm length.
Embroidery hoop.
Tracing paper.
Soft pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive. 
Card mount AP49U Lavender.
Thread and ribbon as shown on the chart below.
See page 18 for Stitch Guide.

DMC                           ANCHOR    MADEIRA

500        Dark Green              879               1314
502        Blue/Green              876               1703
3346      Willow Green          258               1503
341        Wedgewood Blue    117               0901
842        Pale Beige                 392                1911
3078      Pale Yellow              292               2205
310        Black                         403              Black
347        Dark Red                1006               0603

OFFRAY EMBROIDERY RIBBON

French Blue Tea Rose                 Scarlet

Stitch five spokes in long straight stitches 
radiating from the centre of each of the circles.

Work the rose stem above the blue flowers 
in Stem Stitch using 2 strands of willow green
adding a couple of short stitches either side as
thorns, leave the sepals as they need to be
stitched after the bud.

Work the rose leaves in satin stitch using 2
strands of blue/green. Add the veins in straight
stitches using 1 strand of dark green. 

Work the stems of the feathery leaves in stem
stitch using 2 strands of willow green and the
leaves along them in straight stitches using 1
strand of willow green.

The butterfly’s wings are worked in satin
stitch following the shape of each wing. Stitch
the back wing using 2 strands of wedgewood
blue and the other two wings using 2 strands 
of pale yellow.

Work the wing markings in a mixture of long
and short straight stitches using 1 strand of pale
beige for the yellow wings and 1 strand of black 

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the design and

carefully trace with the pencil. Position the traced
design face down on the fabric and re-trace the
lines which will transfer the design to the fabric.

It is best to stretch the fabric on an embroi-
dery hoop or frame before working to keep it
neat. Begin by making the framework of the 
spider roses with two strands of dark red thread. 
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for the blue one. Use 1 strand of pale beige, back
stitch around the lower wing edge and stitch a
row of french knots around the centre wing edge.
Add french knots around the edge of the blue
wing, stitch one long straight stitch between the
wings then continue working the body in stem
stitch and the antennae in straight stitch.

Work the blue flowers in Japanese stitch as
shown in the diagram using french blue ribbon.
Stitch a yellow bead in the centre of each using 
a single strand of willow green. Work the spider
roses in rose stitch using one strand of scarlet
and one of tea rose threaded together.

Work the rosebud at the top of the stem in
scarlet ribbon with a Japanese stitch. Work the
rosebuds beside the roses in the same way. Using
2 strands of willow green add the sepals in fly
stitch working over any stitching already done. 

Stitch pale blue beads in pairs along the stems
on the far right and under the lower roses to
make the tiny blue flowers.

Pad and mount the work into the card, trim
round the aperture with lace and add a ribbon
and rosebud if desired.

Japanese Stitch

Rose Stitch

Actual Size



Doreen Saltmarsh
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Designer Profile

I have developed many interests since my
retirement from the BBC. I worked as secretary
to the manager of Radio Solent and then with
BBC TV South in their finance and personnel
departments.

My main craft is crochet and I enjoy 
designing greetings cards and pictures. I have

bought my supplies from Craft Creations for a
number of years and find their products excellent.

I received crochet lessons at Fareham Adult
Education Centre as a birthday present from my
daughter twenty years ago and I’ve been hooked
ever since! I am now chairman and regional 
co-ordinator for Derbyshire of the Knitting and
Crochet Guild and am often involved in crochet 
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displays and demonstrations at local museums,
libraries and historical centres. I sometimes walk
around ‘thinking crochet’ when there isn’t even 
a needle and thread in my hands.

We moved to Ockbrook in Derbyshire seven
years ago. My daughter who lives nearby, is a
local G.P. and our grand daughters are often 
with us, so life is happy and busy. There are 
two Peters in the family - our son who works in
management for the forestry commission in the
New Forest, Hampshire and our son in law who
is a university lecturer.

I am a member 
of the Ockbrook
Moravian Church,
and am also the
flower secretary
organising the bazaar
cake stalls.

When groups of
people take historical
tours around the
Moravian Church
and settlement I
arrange the antique

embroideries and
needlework.

I am also secretary of a local group for
women called rendezvous, who regularly
meet for general topic talks. Both my husband
and I actively support our local hospice
(Treetops) and are always involved in fund
raising and cake stalls. The oven is invariably
‘on’ in our house! 

I filled in a questionnaire at the BBC good
food show last year. It asked “How many
cakes do you bake in a year?” I lost count
after my calculations took me to over a hun-
dred. Next project - maybe crocheted cakes?



Sea Shaker
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By Denise Albury

Materials Required:
Rubber stamps from the Bijou collection

at The Stamp Connection: Small Shell Frame
J7291, Tropical Fish C7001, Bubbles A7027,
Many Happy Returns H7265.
Rainbow ink pad.
Acetate 7cm square: PEN01.
Sticky fixers and craft knife.
Fish Confetti and pearly glitter.
Astralux Gloss card 10cm square.
3 sheets of clean scrap paper.
P.V.A Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Astralux Gloss White.

To Make The Card:
Using a pencil lightly mark a 7cm square

on the front of the card mount towards the
top for the shaker section. Ink the tropical
fish stamp with the blue/purple end of 
the pad and stamp two fish in the marked
square keeping approximately 5mm away
from the lines.

Use the bubbles stamp inked with the
blue/purple part of the pad to stamp around
the fish inside the square. Be careful not to
get any bubbles outside the square, to make this
easier cut a 7cm square hole in a sheet of paper
and place this on the card before stamping to
mask the edges.

Stamp the ‘Many Happy Returns’ greeting
onto the lower part of the card.

Place the card face up on some clean scrap
paper, slide another sheet of scrap paper into 
the card to protect the edges of the back flap
from becoming inky. Ink the bubbles stamp using
different bits of the rainbow pad as you work
round the edges of the card so that you get a
variety of colours in the bubbles. Allow part of
the image to overlap the edges of the card.

Ink the shell frame with the red/yellow part
of the ink pad and stamp onto the piece of gloss
card. Leave both the card and mount until dry.

Make sure your work surface is well protected
and using the craft knife cut around the shell
frame following the lines of the shells, leave
about 1-2mm of white showing. Do the same
with the inner edge of the frame.

Put a line of glue around the edge of the
acetate leaving no gaps and stick this to the back
of the frame. Place the frame face down on the
work surface and put a line of sticky fixers
placed end to end to form a square this will be
used to enclose the confetti and glitter so make
sure there are no gaps in the line and butt the
sticky fixers at the corners.

Place a few fish and a some glitter onto the
centre of the marked square on the card mount
keeping away from the edges. Peel the backing
from the sticky fixers, place the frame over the
square and press into position.



Farmyard Friend
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By Mary Shepherd

Materials Required:
Corrugated card 8cm x 11cm:
Light Recycled.
Pentaclear transparent film 
7cm x 9cm.
Overhead projector pen with
fine nib.
2 Joggle eyes.
Deckle edged scissors.
Cream Aida 14hpi 7cm x 9cm.
Parch Marque Cream card 
10cm x 13cm.
Hessian 2cm x 11.5cm.
Photomount 7cm x 9cm.
Acrylic paint: Brown, Dark Brown, Pink and
Dark Green.
Stencil brush and masking tape.
Craft Knife and scissors.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive. 
Card mount: SF03U Dark Brown.

To Make The Card:
Using the transparent film and the overhead

projector pen trace round the coloured areas on

the diagram. Cut away the traced areas with a
sharp craft knife to make a stencil. 

Place the stencil centrally on the Aida fabric
and hold in place with masking tape. Colour in
the cow with brown paint, add a little darker
brown for shading where necessary. Colour the
udder in pink. Leave aside to dry. 

Place the painted fabric face down on the
work surface. Peel one backing sheet off the
Photomount and apply to the Aida, cut out 
the cow leaving about 1mm of cream showing 
all the way round. 

Take the strip of hessian and pull away the
long strands in the top 1cm to make a fringe,
save the strands for later. Cut the ends of the
fringe with scissors to make an irregular top for
the grass and paint with dark green paint.

Cut the cream card with deckle edge scissors
and, using P.V.A. adhesive glue it centrally 
onto the front of the card mount. Glue the 
corrugated card centrally onto this. Peel the 
second backing sheet from the cow and position
it on the corrugated background, press firmly
into place.

Glue the strip of grass onto the corrugated
card in front of the cow’s feet. Take two of the
strands of hessian saved earlier and tie into a
bow. Using P.V.A. adhesive glue the bow onto 
the cow’s tail and the joggle eyes onto the face.

Actual Size



DMC                           ANCHOR   MADEIRA

762    Silver Grey                   234               1804
807    Deep Turquoise           168               1109
926    Deep Blue Grey          850               1707
927    Med Blue Grey            848               1708
928    Pale Blue Grey            847               1001
996    Peacock Blue               433               1103
959    Pale Sea Green            185               1210
310    Black French Knots     403             Black
-         Madeira Metallic Blue    -                   37
-         Marlitt Dark Green         -                      -
     
Stitch Guide - See Page 18

Great Barrier Reef
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By Wendy Crichley
I visited Australia in 1993 and our

tour of The Great Barrier Reef inspired
my design for this card.

Materials Required:
Unbleached Calico 12cm x 17cm.
Tracing paper 12cm x 17cm.
Carbon paper 12cm x 17cm.
Fabric paints in a selection of 
Pale Blues, Green and Lilac.
Wadding 10cm x 15cm.
Embroidery Hoop.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount AP01M Silver.
Variety of threads: See chart below.

To Make The Card:
Wash the calico and allow to dry.

Paint the ‘undersea’ with fabric paints
applied randomly. 

The fabric paint I used needed to be
ironed after applying to ‘set’ it but not
all of them do, see the instructions for
the paints you have.

Place the tracing paper over the diagram on
the following page, trace the Dolphin, the small
fish and the seaweed around them. Trace the rest
of the plant life below or, if you prefer, they can
be worked freehand.

Place the background fabric face up on the
table and position the traced design onto it in 
the desired position. Taking care not to move
either the design or the background, insert 
carbon paper between the two, make sure it is
the correct way up! Carefully re-trace the design
to transfer to the fabric keeping to the lines as
any extra marks may not wash out.

Unless otherwise stated use two strands
throughout. The close up picture on the next
page shows how I have worked the different
stitches within each shape, use this as a guide 
for the direction and placing of filling stitches. 
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Place the fabric in an embroidery hoop and
start with the Dolphin. The body is embroidered
in random bands of satin stitch using medium
blue grey. The fins and tail are worked in satin
stitch in deep blue grey. 

The nose is also worked in satin stitch using
silver grey. The eye is a black french knot. The
bubbles coming from the Dolphin are worked in
detached chain stitch using silver grey.

The three fish on the left of the design are
embroidered in satin stitch worked in small 
random bands. The two lower fish are worked 
in pale blue grey and the upper one in one 
strand of pale blue grey and one of silver grey
threaded together. 

The eyes for all three fish are french knots
worked in a single strand of black.

The two small fish on the right are embroi-
dered in metallic blue thread. The fish are filled
in with small straight stitches all going in the
same direction (nose to tail) and are outlined in
backstitch.

Using Marlitt dark green thread embroi-
der the seaweed round the fish in stem
stitch. The plants in the lower centre of the
design are embroidered in blanket stitch
using deep turquoise and are worked in
full or part circles. The circle centres are
marked by a small blue dot, work each full
or part circle from this point. Start with the
full circle and go on to the part circles 
filling in the spaces as you work. The
straight lines on the diagram show where
two circles intersect without curving.

The seaweed on the lower left is worked
in chain stitch using peacock blue thread.
The seaweed on the far right is worked in
detached chain stitch using one strand of
peacock blue and one of pale sea green
threaded together. The plants to the right
and left of the circles are bullion knots
worked in deep turquoise. 

If necessary wash the finished design
carefully in cool water. Place work on a
folded towel and press lightly on the back. 

Put a little wadding cut to fit the aper-
ture behind the design and mount into the
card in the usual way, glue the card closed.

Actual Size



Stitch Guide
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Chain Stitch

Bullion Knot Stem Stitch

Satin Stitch

Ribbed
Spiders Web

French
Knot
(A&B)

Elongated
French Knot

(A&C)

Buttonhole Stitch

Fly Stitch

Fern Stitch

Detached Chain Stitch



Spring Lamb
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By Irene Ace

Materials Required:
140gsm Tracing paper 
11cm x 15cm: TR003
Graduated Green paper 
12cm x 17cm.
Tools: Mapping pen, medium
embossing tool, embossing pad,
single needle perforating tool.
White ink, White acrylic paint,
fine Black ink pen.
Felt tipped pens in assorted
colours.
Pressed flowers and leaves.
2 Sticky fixers.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP02P Cream/Br.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over

the diagram and trace all the
lines using the mapping pen
and white ink.

Turn the tracing over and
working on the right side,
colour the lamb’s eye in blue
and shade the butterflies bodies
with beige. With a grey felt tip
and using the photograph as a
guide, shade inside the lamb to
give it modelling. Highlight the
butterflies and lamb with the
fine black ink pen.

Perforate evenly around the
lamb and butterflies with the
perforating tool and gently sep-
arate them from the background
by tearing or cutting along the
perforations.

Glue the green background
paper into the card behind the
aperture and stick the card shut
in the usual way.

Arrange the pressed flowers
and leaves to form a foreground
for the lamb, when you are
happy with the position glue
into place. 

Cut the sticky fixers into
small pieces and use these to
mount the lamb and butterflies
onto the scene.

Turn the tracing over so the
wrong side is facing upwards
and place on the embossing pad,
gently emboss all of the traced
lines. Still working on the
wrong side, paint the lamb and
butterflies bodies in white, then
colour the butterflies wings in
various shades with felt tips.

Actual Size



Felt Flowers
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By June Drury

Materials Required:
Close weave fabric in Pale Green 
11cm x 16cm.
Wadding 11cm x 16cm.
Red felt 9cm x 16cm approximately.
Red cotton to match felt colour.
Embroidery hoop.
Tracing paper and pencil.
Small piece of thin White card.
Carbon paper.
Card mount AP60R Natural White.
Variety of threads: See chart below.

To Make The Card:
Trace the design from the diagram

onto the tracing paper. Place the carbon
paper inky side down on the pale green
fabric, position the tracing over this and
re-trace the lines taking care not to mark
the fabric outside the lines as it may 
not wash off. Remove the tracing and
carbon paper from the fabric.

Place the fabric into the embroidery
hoop before starting to keep the stitches

DMC                         ANCHOR      MADEIRA

470   Spring Green            1502                   267
471   Avocado                    1501                   265
472   Pale Avocado Gn     1414                   264
3012 Khaki Green             1606                   844
520   Dark Avocado          1514                   862
726   Pale Gold                  0109                   295
352   Dark Salmon Pink   0303                       9
353   Salmon Pink             0304                       8
754   Pale Salmon Pink    0305                       6
948   Very Pale Peach       0306                 1012
356   Old Rose Pale           0402                 5975

Stitch Guide - See Page 18

neat. Use two strands throughout unless other-
wise stated. The leaves are shown in different
colours on the diagram as it may otherwise be
difficult to know which ones are being referred
to, the diagram colour is given in brackets on
each instruction.

The smaller petal shape is for padding behind
the petals and the larger one is for the actual
petals. Trace the two
shapes from the dia-
gram below onto 
tracing paper, turn 
the tracing over and
re-trace onto thin
white card. Cut round
the lines on the white
card and use these 
as templates. 

Actual Size
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Place the smaller template onto 
the felt, draw round and cut out 10 
of these. Do the same with the larger 
template to make 10 petals. Place the
petal pads into position on the fabric
and tack into place with four stitches
as shown. Centre the flower petals
over the pads and using red cotton or 
a single strand of embroidery thread
stitch around the edges using small
neat stitches as shown.

Work the centres of the felt flowers
using one strand of 726 in elongated
french knots radiating out from the
centre. These are normal french knots
but instead of taking the needle back
through the fabric close to the point
you came up, take the needle back
through a short distance from where
you came up thereby making a straight
stitch with a knot on top.

Work the fernlike leaves (mid
green) in fern stitch using 3012, I have
shortened the length of the centre part
on each fern stitch so that the stitches
come closer together and the leaves
look more densely filled. While stitching allow
the edges of some of the fern leaves to overlap
the felt petals. 

Work the leaves (dark green) in backstitch for
the stems and a detached chain stitch for each
leaf using 520.

Add the stems for the ribbed spider flowers
(red) in stem stitch with straight stitches for the
leaves in 470. Work the three ribbed spider stitch
flowers using 352. 

Work the filled leaves (blue) with stem stitch
using 520 for the centre and a couple of stitches
of 472 up either side. Work the leaves (brown) in
the same way using 470 for the centre and 472 for
the outer leaf. Work the leaves (purple) wholly in
colour 470 in the same way.

Work the stems for the tall flowers (light
green) in fern stitch using 471 keeping the centre
part of each stitch to the correct length. Using

one strand of 356 stitch a french knot wrapping
round twice, onto the point of each stem branch.

Work the french knot flowers begining at the
outside edge. When working the french knots
wind the thread only once round the needle 
for the outer stitches, as you work towards the
centre use two turns of thread and then three
turns at the centre to give depth to the flowers.
Work each flower in a combination of colours, 
i.e. begining with the darkest on the outside and
working through the paler colours in sequence.
Top flower use 352 and 353, middle flower use
352, 353 and 754, and bottom flower use 353, 754
and 948.

If necessary wash the finished design carefully
in cool water. Place work on a folded towel and
press lightly on the reverse.

Put a little wadding cut to fit the aperture
behind the design and mount into the card in 
the usual way.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Chrysanthemums
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Starting with the
white make four
crosses each using
two lengths, glue
at the join.

Snip each of the
strips lengthways
towards the centre
as shown.

By Eileen Walters
These quilled Chrysanthemums are

very simple to make and look so pretty
in shades of pale pink and white. I have
used a birthday card but the design is
suitable for many different occasions.

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling paper: Pale Pink x 3,
Medium Pink x 3, White x 3, Green x 4
and Yellow x 1.

Quilling tool.

Pale Pink Cloud Nine paper 11cm x 15cm.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: AP31G White/Gold Happy
Birthday.

To Make The Card:
Glue the pale pink paper behind the

aperture as a background for the design
and glue the card closed.

Chrysanthemums:
Select one strip each of white, pale

pink and medium pink quilling paper.
Cut each strip into eighths keeping the
colours separated.

Make two more of these shapes using the
remaining cut pieces, one in pale pink and one 
in medium pink.

Glue the three shapes one on top of the other
to make the flowerhead, white at the bottom,

Lay one cross onto
another as shown
glueing at the join.

Add the next two
crosses offsetting
each one and glue-
ing each join.

Using the quilling
tool, roll each strip
towards the centre
working as evenly
as possible.

pale pink in the middle and medium pink at the
top being careful not to get any glue on the curls. 

Adjust the curls so that they fit neatly around
each other. Make another two flowerheads in the
same way.
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Folded Leaves:
Make three in varying

sizes. Start by making a
loop at one end of a
strip of green paper 
then wrap the long end
around it making a
longer loop, repeat twice
more (steps 1 to 4).

Make a loop on one
side by bending the
paper back on itself, do
the same on the other
side followed by a short-
er one on each side
(steps 5 to 8). Trim off
any excess and glue the
strip at the point as
shown. Put a little glue
on the back of the leaf 
at the point to hold the
loops together, hold for
a moment until the glue
dries.

Curved Leaves:
Make six. I have used

a mixture of plain and crimped paper, all plain
would work just as well. Fold a strip of paper in
half and glue to make a thicker strip, this will
make the leaf less prone to damage. Cut one end
to form a taper, cut the strip to length as required
and curve slightly.

Butterfly:
Divide one length of yellow paper into quar-

ters. Roll each quarter using the quilling tool,
make four loose coils, pinch three of them at one
end to make teardrop shapes. Pinch both ends of
the fourth piece and
curve to make the body.
The feelers are made
using a short length 
of paper cut in half
lengthways to make
two 1.5mm strips, curl
each at one end.

Lay all the pieces on
the background and glue into position.

Right: A similar design using stronger colours 
for the flowers and leaves with green mulberry
paper for the background.

Folded Leaves - Steps 1 to 4

Folded Leaves - Steps 5 to 8

Curved Leaves - Steps 1 & 2 Curved Leaves - Step 3



Bride & Groom
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By Debbie Brown
These silhouette cards are

just perfect for giving to the
happy couple on their wedding
day. If you use good quality
earrings and perhaps a fine
gold or silver chain around the
neck on the ‘lady’ they would
make a lovely gift for the bride
after the occasion.

Materials Required:
Black paper 7cm x 13cm.
Thin White card 7cm x 13cm.
Grey textured paper 
13cm x 4cm.
Small ribbon bow in Pink.
Small ribbon rosebud in Pink.
2 Rhinestones.
Small piece of shiny textured White card.
10cm Length of 3mm wide Black ribbon.
Tracing paper, pencil and White pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount PS010 White.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram and

trace over all the outer lines using the pencil.
Trace the triangle on a separate area of the 
tracing paper not as part of the head, do not 
trace the black ribbon lines they are there as a
guide for positioning only. 

Turn the tracing paper over so that the pencil
lines face downwards. Re-trace over the lines for
the hats onto the grey textured paper. Re-trace

over the lines for the 
heads and shoulders onto
the white card and, the 
triangle onto the white
shiny card. 

Cut round the hats and
turn them over so they are
the same way round as the
diagram. Cut just inside
the lines of the head draw-
ings on the white card and
use these as templates. 

Place the templates
over the black card making
sure they are the opposite
way round to the heads 
on the diagram and draw
round them using the
white pencil. Cut round
the white lines and turn

Actual Size
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the heads over so they are the same way round
as the diagram and any lines still showing will
be on the back.

Using P.V.A. adhesive position and glue the
heads to the card mount, add the hats overlap-
ping the top of each head by about 2 to
3mm. Cut the ribbon to fit exactly onto
the hats and glue into place. 

Glue the rosebud onto the right
hand edge of the ribbon and hat on 
the lady and the rhinestones onto the
earlobes. Glue the ribbon bow onto 
the gentleman.

If you are going to send the card
through the post put a little foam
padding around the earrings and 
rosebuds to prevent damage or, better
still put the card into a card box.
Right: I have added a veil, string of
pearls and matching pearl earrings.
The brides flowers are made from
knotted 3mm ribbon with green thread
stitched in between the knots.

Left: For this silhouette card I have added real
earrings as a gift for the recipient, the card is less
suited to a wedding but would make an excellent
birthday card. 

To put the earrings into the silhouette, first
open the card and push the point of a needle
through both the black card and the card mount
towards the bottom of the ear lobes, remove the
needle and insert the earrings. 

Actual Size



Floral Wishes
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By Jo Leishman

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling paper: Black
x 2, Medium Green x 3,
Pink x 5, Pink edged White
x 7 and Olive Green x 1.
Quilling tool.
Green florists wire.
Ink pen and Gold ink.
Gold Tulip paint.
Sheet of tracing paper.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: PS014 White.

To Make The Card:
Position the tracing

paper over the diagram lining up the top corner
of the tracing with the line and trace the design.
Keep the paper traced side upwards and position
it over the card mount aligning the edge of the
tracing paper with the edge of the card. Re-trace
over the lines pressing with the pencil so that a
tiny dent appears on the card, this will allow you
to position the pieces easily onto the card mount.

Add the wording onto the right hand side of
the card, the dents marking the design will help
you to position it accurately. I have used a gold
pen and hand written mine but there are many
other ways of adding words. 

Flower Centres:
The flower centres are made

from black paper rolled into a
tight coil and glued at the end
so that it does not unroll. Use a
full length of paper for the large
flowers and a 1⁄2 length for the
two smaller ones.

Flower Petals:
The large flower is made

from pink edged white paper,
use a full strip for each of the
five petals. Make a loose coil,

glue the end so that it does not unroll and pinch
to form a teardrop. Make the smaller petals in 
the same way with 1⁄2 lengths of pink.

Buds:
Make eight using 1⁄8 lengths of pink edged

white paper using the same method as for the
petals.

Leaves:
Make

three using 1⁄2
lengths and 1
using a 1⁄4
length of
medium
green. Wind 
a coil on the
tool, drop the
coil onto the
table and
allow it to loosen then glue the end. Pinch both
ends between your fingers and gently bend to
form the shape of the leaves.

Bud Leaves:
Make eight in slightly different sizes from

25mm (approx.) lengths of medium green paper. 
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Wind each end of
the paper just a 
couple of turns in
the same direction.
Fold in half and
open just enough to
fit around a bud.

Small Green
Buds:

Make seven from
1⁄8 lengths of medium
green in tight coils
glued at the end.

Flower Scrolls:
Cut five lengths of olive

green paper ranging from 4cm
to 6cm. Wind one end of each
about 4 or 6 turns leaving the
other end straight.

Take a piece of florists wire
and bend to the shape of the
stem, cut to length, put a little
glue onto the back of the wire
and stick onto the card.
Arrange flowers on the card
mount and position them
using the marks as a guide.
Stick the flowers down and
add the leaves around them.
Add the bud leaves and tuck
the small pink buds into them.
Finish with the small green
buds and scrolls.

Actual Size



Easter Cross
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By Connie Edwards

Materials Required:
7 HPI Plastic canvas.
Sharp scissors or craft knife.
3mm wide Blue ribbon: 1.4 metres.
Ribbon needle.
Blue Parch Marque paper 11cm x 16cm.
Paper Shapes: PPS10 Flower Ivory and
PPS21 Assortment Lavender.
Peel off: PE151 Happy Easter Gold.
Ribbon Bow in Pale Yellow.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and sticky tape.
Card mount: DE01U Lavender.

To Make The Card:
Cut a rectangle measuring 21 holes

by 15 holes from the plastic canvas. Snip
into the mesh with scissors or use a craft
knife to make the shape of the cross, see
the diagram below.

Thread the
needle with the
ribbon, work
with the com-
plete length.
Always keep
the ribbon flat
and untwisted
on the cross. 
1. Working the
horizontal
arms of the
cross first, pull
the ribbon
through a few
holes to hold
the end firmly and come up
through hole 1 on the left

hand side ready for the first
stitch.

1
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2. Keeping the ribbon flat take 
it across the front of the cross to
the opposite side and into hole
2, then take the ribbon across
the back of the cross, come up at
hole 3, down at hole 4, up at 5
and down at 6.

3. Continue in this way until the
arms are fully covered finishing
at hole 10. Take the ribbon
behind the work as shown by
the dotted line and weave into
the upright of the cross as
shown coming out at hole 11.

4. Bring the ribbon diagonally
down across the front of the
cross and go in at hole 12.

5. Work the stitches in exactly
the same way as before follow-
ing the numbers on the diagram.
When you reach hole 15 thread
the ribbon into the hole from
the back, then re-thread the 
ribbon back into the same hole
leaving a loop.

6. Continue as before finishing
at hole 20. 

To Finish The Card
Stick the blue paper behind

the aperture. Sticky tape the
cross to the top centre of the
aperture. Glue the card closed
using a line of glue around the
edges of the flap. Glue the
paper shapes onto the card.
Add the peel off greeting and
the ribbon bow to finish.

7. Take the ribbon behind the
work, bring it up over the right
hand side of the horizontal bar
close to the centre and wrap it
around in an ‘X’. This will pull
the strands of ribbon in to fit the
shape of the cross.Thread the
end of the ribbon into the back
of the work to fasten and cut 
off the excess.

Right: This cross is made in 
the same way but is worked 
on a smaller canvas mesh and 
is mounted into a completely
plain card.

2 3

4

5 6
7



DMC                                     ANCHOR      MADEIRA

A  -  333      Violet                        1030                  0804
B   -  986      Green                          245                  1313
C  -  444      Yellow                        297                  0106
     -  986      Green Backstitch       245                  1313

Violets
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Use 2 strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for 
the backstitch. This design fits an AP13U card.

Stitch Count: Width 23 x Depth 33.
This card has been stitched using DMC thread. 

Using Anchor or Madeira threads may give a slightly 
different, although equally pleasing, finished result. 

Left: The same design worked using Mill Hill seed
beads instead of cross stitch for the flowers. 

By Margaret McQuillan
Stitched on 29 count Cream evenweave

or 14 count Aida. The chart below shows
the stitches worked on the Aida. When
working on evenweave take each stitch
over two holes in both directions.
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By Janette Kirwan

Materials Required:
Cat Flap rubber stamp by Fun Stamps.
Black ink pad and clear embossing powder.
Heat gun.
Liquid appliqué: Pink, Yellow.
Felt tipped pens: Red, Orange and Green.
Craft Knife and cutting mat.
2 Sticky fixer pads.
White card 10cm x 10cm.
Card mount: SF03U White.

To Make The Card:
Using the black ink pad stamp the

whole image onto the card front taking
care to position it centrally. Stamp a 
second image of the cat and the letters on
the mat (the top part of the image is not
needed) onto the square of white card.

Sprinkle both impressions with embossing powder,
tap off the excess and emboss with the heat gun.

Open the card out and place it face up on the 
cutting mat, if you do not have a cutting mat protect
your work surface with an old magazine or folded
newspapers. Using the craft knife cut away the open
area behind the cat. From the second image cut out 
the cat with the letter in his mouth, and the three 
letters that are lying on the mat.

Using small pieces of sticky fixer to separate the 
layers place the cat and letter directly on top of the cat
and letter on the card mount. Attach the three letters 
on the mat over the original ones in the same way but
turn them round 180º so that the letters below are
showing as well.

Colour the door handle and the hinges with 
yellow liquid appliqué and the cat’s bow in pink. 
Heat the appliqué with the heat gun until it puffs up.
To complete the design colour the stamps on the 
letters with different colour felt tipped pens.



Heart For Mother
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By Lynda Brind

Materials Required:
Pale green paper 13cm x 13cm.
140gsm Tracing paper 13cm x 13cm.
Fine embossing tool and pad.
Perforating tools: 2 needle, 4 needle.
Mapping pen and ink: Green, White.
Sharp White pencil.
Masking tape.
3mm Quilling paper: Green x 2, White x 3.
Quilling tool.
Deckle edge scissors.
Cocktail sticks.
Pearly bead.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

To Make The Card:
Using P.V.A. adhesive glue the green paper

behind the aperture to form a background for 
the parchment design and glue the card closed.

When creating this design I have drawn the
border freehand to match the scissors used for
the edging. As all makes of scissors will be 
slightly different you may prefer to do the same.
Alternatively you can work the design then cut
the border to shape with parchment scissors or
use shaped scissors, positioning each curve in
turn to match the design.

To work freehand: Place the tracing paper
over the diagram on the following page and
using a sharp white pencil trace the straight 
heart shaped line. Use the shaped scissors to 
cut just inside this guide line. Position over the
diagram again and tape securely into place.

To follow the pattern: Tape the tracing paper
over the diagram on the following page and
using a sharp white pencil trace the shaped edge
and the dot and line design. You may like to 
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mark the perforating holes
with a small dot or they 
can be pricked freehand if
preferred.

Both Methods: Use the
pen and white ink to trace
the wording, flowers and the
dots by the flowers. Trace
the leaf outlines veins and
stems in green ink. Once the
tracing is completed remove
the tape.

Place the design face
down on an embossing pad.
Lightly emboss the wording,
outlines of petals, dots
between the flowers and
highlights on the leaves.
Emboss the dot and line 
border design. Do not
emboss leaves or stems.
Colour the leaves with green
ink, this may be easier with 
a fine paintbrush.

Turn the work face up
and gently perforate the dots
as marked between the larger circles with a twin
needle perforating tool and the sets of four holes
between the lines with the four needle tool. Add
green shading to the first letter of each word
allowing the white line to show through as in the
photograph. Glue the finished work centrally
over the heart aperture.

Quilling: The leaves are made from quarter
lengths of green paper and the petals from half
lengths of white. Both shapes are made from
loose coils glued at the end so that they do not
unroll.

For the leaves pinch into one side of the 
coil with your fingers to form a point making a
tear-drop shape. For the petals pinch to make a
teardrop shape then push the side of the quilling
tool into the coil opposite the pinch to make an
arrowhead shape. Make six leaves and four
petals.

For the centre of the flower, wind some white
quilling paper about three times round the bead,
glue the end so that it does not unroll. 

Take a quarter length of green paper and cut
along the length so that you have two 1.5mm
wide strips. Wind each of these round a cocktail
stick to make the stems.

Above: Instead of cutting the edge, try perforating
around the border and gently tearing the excess away.

Arrange the pieces on the card mount and
glue into place. Put a little glue onto the base 
of the pearly bead and push it gently into the
centre of the flower.

Actual Size
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By Ann Scott
I have been making greetings cards for many

years and among my favourite are these where I
use paper roses. They are simple to make and are
greatly admired. The materials I use are found in
most good art shops, stationers, haberdashers
and florists. 

I have used linen white SF03U card mounts
for all the cards with a selection of different
colours and types of papers, cards, ribbons, net
ribbons and roses. I have ribbled my own card
using a ribbler which is great if you have plenty
of scraps of paper to use up but, there is a good
selection of corrugated paper readily available 
if you don’t.

I am not very neat at writing messages so 
this is where my computer and printer come in. 
I use an Apple Macintosh Performa 6200 Power
PC with a Hewlett Packard Desk Writer 550C
Printer. Type the greeting in a very light grey 

colour and print onto the greetings card. You will
need to make sure it prints out exactly where you
want it on the card, practice with some sheets of
paper cut to the same size until you have it just
right. Simply go over the printed wording using
a gold or silver pen to suit the occasion, the
wording beneath will not show. This is a really
great way of getting greetings onto cards as there
are endless varieties of type styles and sizes
available at your fingertips. If you don’t have 
a computer your message could be rubber
stamped, pre-printed foil or hand written if 
you are more daring than I am.

Above: I have cut the edges of the paper with
deckled scissors. Mulberry paper wrapped round
the flowers makes a lovely bouquet.
Left: A congratulations card, the silver and pink
work really well together. The flower is mounted
on a piece of net ribbon and some silver paper
which I have ribbled. I have also embossed a 
border onto this card which adds to the finish.
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To create an embossed border around the card
you need to make a template. This is done by
using another piece of card a little thicker than
the greetings card. Cut the card to exactly the
same size as the card mount, 104mm x 152mm
for an SF03U. Mark a rectangle centrally on the
piece of card about 15mm smaller all round than
the card mount. With a craft knife cut the centre
panel out and discard it. The outer frame is the
template.

Using four very small pieces of Blu-Tack fix
the template to the front of the greetings card,
open the card and hold it firmly against a bright
window or on a light box if you have one.
Working on the inside of the greetings card, use
an embossing ball point tool (a biro which has
run out of ink will do just as well) to draw round
the inner edge of the template shown by the light
shining through. Take off the template and make
sure you have removed all the Blu Tack or it will
leave a mark.

The card now prepared, we come to the fun
part! Select one or two paper roses in the colour
of your choice, then choose matching or contrast-
ing colours in paper, card, ribbons etc. The 
re-cycled card goes with almost everything and 

is very popular at the moment. Mulberry paper
is also extremely popular and is great for 
bouquets and backgrounds.

Lay all the ingredients out on the card, move
them around, try different layouts, make sure
you are happy with the way the colours interact
then glue them carefully onto the card mount, I
have used UHU glue but P.V.A. adhesive would
do just as well.

The gold and silver card and ribbons look
very good for anniversary cards but by using
your imagination and other suitable materials
you can make a variety of cards to suit a wide
range of occasions. I gain a lot of pleasure from
experimenting with different designs and seeing
the delight as other people receive them.

Above: I have used long narrow pieces of paper
for the background and just a single rose. The red
Mulberry paper makes a perfect contrast to the
recycled colour.
Left: Heart shape cut from gold foil and ribbled. I
have added net ribbon and a single rose, finished
off with a sparkly bow and embossed border.



Kaleidoscope Cards
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By Conny Jones
These folded designs are

made with plain origami paper
and kaleidoscope or teabag
paper which comes in a variety
of pretty patterns. The basis of
the design is a simple origami
fold which you may already 
be familiar with.

Materials Required:
10 Squares of Crocus design
kaleidoscope paper 
4cm x 4cm.

9 Squares of Yellow origami
paper 4.5cm x 4.5cm.

1 strip of 3mm wide Bright
Green quilling paper.

A small stud or bead.

Small sharp scissors.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card mount SF03P White/Grey Oblong.

To Make The Card:

Start with a square 
of origami paper.
With the ‘wrong’ side
of the paper facing
upwards, make two
folds as shown and
open the paper out
again.

Fold all the corners to
the centre as shown
by the dotted lines,
unfold the lower two
but leave the top two
folded. The shaded
areas on the diagram
are the ‘right’ side of
the paper.

The diagram on 
the left shows the
shape of the finished 
segment from the
front. Continue 
folding all the yellow
origami paper into
segments in the 
same way.

Fold along the dotted
lines as shown to
complete the seg-
ment.  The segment
is ‘wrong’ side up.

Fold the lower two
corners along the 
dotted lines as shown,
leave folded.
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To Make the Crocus motif
shown on the lower right hand
side of the card, cut round the
design on the remaining square
of kaleidoscope paper. 

Cut the quilling paper in half
lengthwise to make two 1.5mm

wide strips and
then cut into
lengths to fit

behind the main design, vary
the lengths from about 5 to 8cm. 

Using the photograph as 
a guide arrange all the compo-
nents on the card mount and
glue into place. 

Glue the bead into the centre
of the circle where the segment
points meet.

Top: The clown paper makes a bright childrens
birthday card especially with the addition of a
colourful ribbon.
Above: I have carefully matched the colours in
the Mulberry paper and ribbon in this card.
Left: The chick paper makes a great card for 
easter, the stars have been punched out using a
paper punch.

The kaleidoscope paper is
folded in exactly the same way
but, take care to always start 
the fold with the picture the
same way up so the same part
will show on each completed
segment. Fold 9 of the squares
and keep the tenth for later.

Lay the yellow segments in 
a circle keeping the points at 
the centre and overlapping each
segment with the next one. Tuck
the edge of the last segment
under the first to complete the
circle. Carefully lift and glue
underneath each segment where
they overlap. 

Lay the patterned segments
on top of the yellow, keeping
the points at the centre and
overlapping each segment as
before. The segments should 
be placed so that the strips of
yellow showing round the edge
are even, carefully lift each 
patterned segment in turn and
glue into position.



Cool Cat
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By Kim Knowles

Materials Required:
Vivelle or felt: Black, White and Pink.
Needle and Black cotton.
2 Joggle eyes and 3 sequin stars.
Blue crepe paper 9cm x 9cm.
Sheet of tracing paper and a sharp pencil.
Small piece of thin White card.
Reddish Brown paint and paintbrush.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP10U Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Fold the card mount and lightly mark round

the aperture onto the back flap, unfold the card.
I have cut a scalloped edge on the white card

and painted a wall for the cat to sit on, if you
prefer you could use brown card or a picture 
cut from an old magazine. 

Glue the wall to the lower edge of the blue
crepe paper and stick both into the square
marked on the card mount. The
edges of the background should
overlap the lines by about 5mm
all round. Run a line of glue
around the edge of the flap, fold
the card and press firmly until
the glue is stuck.

Trace the cat’s back and front
onto separate pieces of tracing
paper to make templates. 

Pin the back template onto
the black vivelle or felt and the
front onto the white. Cut along

the lines through both the
paper and the fabric. Cut
a small circle of pink for
the nose. Stitch the cat’s
‘smile’ onto the white
fabric with black thread.

Glue the black part of
the cat into position on
the background and the
white part on top of this.
Stick the cat’s nose on
above the smile and the
joggle eyes above this.
Glue the stars onto the
background to finish.

Below: I have painted a wallpaper
background for this card so the cat
appears to be sitting in a room.
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Above:  Janet Gooding, Devon. 
The hearts are cut from red silky fabric and are
decorated with red sequins and pearly material.

Above: Meg Shelley, Warwick. 
Design made in bobbin lace.
Right: Mary Graves, Dorset. 
A paper bag makes the background with water-
colour violets in the foreground.

Below: Vera Bailey, Shropshire. The
roses were scanned into my computer
and printed onto tracing paper. The 
borderline has been drawn in white ink
and flowers outlined in silver ink. I
have embossed the flowers and border
then mounted it onto a card blank.

Above Right: Gloria Potts, Ireland. 
3D decoupage design.
Below: Kate McLean, Berkshire. Design is spray
painted using a felt tip blitzer and a stencil. 

Above Right: Rosemary Westley,
Northampton. 3D découpage using 
silicone
adhesive,
the 
finished
work is
varnished.
Right: Pat
Anthony,
Derby.
Wallpaper
motif cut
out and
outlined
with tulip
paints.
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Right: Valerie Lloyd, Kent. A fabric
scrap picture embellished with tatting.
Below: Sylvia Browne, Kent. 
A simple birthday design made using
cake candles and sequins.

Above: Chrissie Smith, Sussex.
Monochromatic encaustic wax scene.

Above: Judy Knopp, London.
Collage using materials from various sources
creating a silver card on a sea theme.
Right: Fi Chamberlain, Worcestershire. 
Encaustic wax abstract design.

Far Right: Nicky Livings, Cheshire. 
Collaged design using embossed copperfoil,
sequin waste, paper and paint.

Above Right: Gillian Hardy, Notts. Colour
photocopy of one of my silk paintings.

Centre: Norma Bellini, Southport.
Geometric design on parchment
paper mounted onto a card.
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Below: Gaynor Kirby, York.
A Collage of handmade paper burned at the edges,
and copied manuscripts which were aged by 
staining and burning. I have embellished these 
with fragments of thread held in place with sealing
wax stamped with my initial. Mounted onto a 
single fold card. 

Below: Joyce Driver, London. 
Pressed seedheads covered in satin thermaseal.
These seedheads have lovely, slightly fluffy, 
delicate tops in creamy white and form a good
shape when pressed and mounted onto a card.

Below: Susan Hubbard, Kent. 
Rubber stamped card with silk trimmings.

Above: 
Helen Sharpe, Dorset.
Fabric teddy and ball
designs backed with clear
fablon, cut out and 3D
découpaged.

Left: Joan Gray, Sheffield.
Felt heart with tatted lace
and gold braid border with
a quilled flower spray
inside the heart shape.

Left: 
I. C. Pelling,
Surrey.
Encaustic
wax painted
scene, the
church clock
makes a
good focal
point in the
picture.

Above: I. Strachan, Inverness. 
3D découpage design made
using silicone adhesive
between the layers.

Centre: Shirley Carlyon, Cornwall. 
Silk painted butterfly padded and mounted
into the aperture. I have cut another butter-
fly out and glued it to the front of the card.
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Below: J. Redfern, Derby. 
Rubber stamped card which I have
coloured using embossing pens.

Above: G.J. Wagstaff, Cheshire. 
Stitched Happy Birthday wording, the card 
is decorated with silk flowers.

Centre: Betty Sturman, West Midlands. 
My first try at pressing Hellebore flowers - 
hurrah successful!

Below Right: Margaret Hinder, Essex.
Tissue lined card with hearts cut using
fancy edged scissors, with rubber
stamped wording and glitter added.
Below: Pat Little, Dorset. 
Dragonflies stencilled onto a single fold
card using oil pastels.

Above: Hilda Todd, Inverness-shire. 
An original water colour painting.

Above: Angela Greenwood,
Buckinghamshire. Encaustic wax scene.
Below: Sarah Russell, Bedford. 
The fish is cut from wrapping paper
stuck onto a spray painted sea and I
have glued wobbly eyes onto it.
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Left: Carolyn Mapleson, Essex. 
Padded silk oval trimmed with lace and beads,
decorated with silk flowers, horseshoes and a 
butterfly made from pearly material with 
gold edges.
Below: Jenny Reason, Spain. 
The flowers are ‘suffolk puffs’ with a
bead in the centre and the stems are
strings of beads. I have cut the leaves
from green patterned fabric.

Left: Agnes MacPhillimy, Aberdeenshire. 
Pressed flowers mounted and sprayed with an
art varnish.
Below: Gloria Potts, Ireland. 
The flowerpot is cut from a piece of hessian and
filled with ribbon rose flowers, a matching
colour bow adds the finishing touch.

Right: Sylvia Dawes, Somerset.
This horseshoe is made from
hand cut leaf shapes and is
mounted onto a single fold card.
An assortment of quilled flowers
fill the centre.

Above: M. Binnie, Tyne & Wear. 
Silk painted background embellished
with fabric paints and glitter glue.
Below: R. Campbell, Inverness-shire.
Folded paper border design surrounds a
small plastic dog. Scrunched silver and
gold foil make the background.

Below: Sheila Broughton, Norfolk.
Glass painted Fleur de Lys design on
acetate.
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